
The Armfstice.

To-day eleven years have flitted by since the world
came to rest after the greatest hailacuast in all history.
The warriors that were young men then are middle aged or
older now. The country is at peace, may it rest for many
years in peace. We believe it will and we hope it will.

It has been said from time to time that the world will
never be really civilized until the nations settle their
differences otherwise than with cannon and bomb, battle ships
on the seas and battle planes in the air; submarines under
the waves and countless thousands of fighting men upon the land.

The barbarian till settles his difference with clubs and
knives but when they learn to submit their differences to their
fellow men, leave them to an impartial arbiter, we call hem
civilized.	 But to-day the nations sustain the same relation
to each other as the barbarian sustains; that is they settle
their differences by force, each nation being the judge of its
own rightousness and that judgment depending upon the strength
of its arms, and always it remains that the strongest nation
is the nearest right.

Now it can well be contended that until the nations submit
their differences to a world court, backed by the united armies
and navies of the world, pledged to sustain that court, this
world of ours will remain, to that extent, uncilvilized.

But, that aoussitrr 	 on so devoutly tabs wished will never
be ours until more o he great nations set the worthy example,
and until that is'done; I, for one, am in favor of the United
States being armed. Until that thing has been accomplished it
shall give me joy to know that another man of war has been
launched; that another armored fleet of the sky has been given
wings. The olive branch, that token of friendship, to be of n
any force or importance, must be offered by the mailed fist.
It must be offered by tie nation that has the force back of it
When offered by a weakling it becomes ludicrous, and meet only
ridicule. The powerful, the imperial must offer that branch,
and by the offering in such a way establish an example for the
world to profit by. In such a manner it will be accepted in
the true spirit, otherwise it cannot be. So, for me, until the
world is more nearly civilized than it is to-day, I am in favor
of the biggest guns, the largest battle fleets and the fastest
most efficient battles planes in existence. I do not want a
navy or an air fleet unless it be the best, for otherwise it
will be but a gift to the enemy when the dogs of war are turned
loose. It is imperative to my mind that we must be ready at
alltimes to defend ourselves against the world. Unless we are
able to so defend ourselves, being the righest nation of the
earth, we become the legitimate prey of the more powerful who
are sitting there with bloodshot eyes; envious,greedy and
jelous. Until the whole world enters into the spirit that
makes for universal peace, we must be armed, and armed better
than the others.	 Never can we depend upon pursuasion, what
would pursuasion avail us when the enemy steams into our harbours
or starts the tramp,tramptramp of many feet across our hhores?
When the enemy steams into the harbours of our land no talk will
save the treasury, we must be armed.

When the savagery of militant pomp and the insanity of
imperial power confronted \the civilization of the world what
availed the treaties or the entreaties of the earth? Our
country could not stay out the question was: " Shall the reat
republic take its stand to 7uphold the civilization of the

G
 world,

and protect the helpless nations of that civilization." That
question trembled on every patriotic lip. It was answered
at S'. Mahiel,at Bellou Wood and in every trench. An4the
answer was irresistable.

Young men of this land of ours were wrested away from their
familes to give battle for civilization. They were not seekers
after vain glory, theyfaught not to acquire wealth and landed
interests. They were neither animated by the lust for plunder
nor the love of conquest. They faught to preserve the torch of
liberty and that their children might have peace.
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They were the defenders of humanity and civilization; they
destroyed military pride and pomp, and in the name of the
future slew the muster that menaced the peace and contentment
of the world. They put the finishing touches to that which the
Revoluntionary Fathers put into motion. They again lighted
the torch of liberty that had fallen from those august hands
and carried it forward that the world might profit thereby.
They broke the shakles from the limbs of bleeding France and
gave embattled 7ngland ro spite from her woes. They placed our
country on the map of the world. They were the saviors of
nations and the liberators of men. Mightier than the Greek,
noblier than the Roman and more persevering than the followers
of Hannibal, with a patriotism as vast as the air itself,they
battled for the rights of others. Faught that mothers might
save their babes, that arrogant military tyrants might not
trample down the helpless and set the foot upon the neck of
patient toil, and that th- world should not be a many headed
monster made of warring nations. Blood was water and flowed
in great rivers and human life was but the pebles on the beach
until the flag of the Allied Powers floated in peace over war
torn Europe.

A nd then they came back to us, not all of them because
many sleep to-night in France and Flanders, came back to the
familes they loved, to the mothers they revered and to the
sweethearts they had left at home. They came back ennobled,not
demoralized. They came back to be as honest and patriotic in
peace as they had been in war. They came back to be as good
citizens as they had been good soldiers. To be as brave in
governmental matters as they were on the field of battle.

And then another wuestion faces us:"Will all the wounds of
war be healed? We hope so, but we have our doubts. The nations
that you faught to save have not learned their lesson. We hope
not, but we fear they have fallen back into the old ways,. They
poke fungi at the nation to-day who saved their necks but yestdt-
day. But perhaps the coming generations will learn the text.It
is our sincere wish they do.

And now let us drink to the volunteers, to those who sleep
in unknown t raka sunken and maybe forgotten graves, but whose
names are written in the hearts and minds of those they loved
and left- those who only hear in happy dreams the footsteps
of return. And let us toast the enlisted man who died where
trenches reeked with filth, where earth was soaked with human
blood, where cannon roared and shrapnel screamed where rockets
soreetched the warning of approaching poison gas. To all the
maimed to all the scarred; to all who gave the God of Chance
the care and keeping of their lives. To all who dared to face
the line of waiting death; to all the living and to all the
dead- to Pershing, Foch and stubborn Haig and last to Wilson who
told the world we faught not for possession but for civilization
The rainbow of the smaller nations 	 g them of self govern-
ment after the storms of war. We i 	all, may they

fe.4.4,AzA-,rest in peace.
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